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Prosody and interpretation of disjunctive questions Kathryn Pruitt Floris Roelofsen It is widely acknowledged that prosody can signal differences in meaning in diverse ways. Syntactic constituency partly determines intonational phrasing (e.g, Wagner, 2010), while morphemes such as Focus may be spelled out prosodically (rather than segmentally) in some languages. Disjunctive questions present a particularly interesting puzzle for the study of intonational meaning. When pronounced as in (1), with disjuncts in separate prosodic phrases and falling intonation, a disjunctive question does not license ‘yes’ or ‘no’ as an answer, and it conveys that the speaker expects that Sally sings or dances but not both. But if pronounced as in (2), with no prosodic breaks and a rise, the sentence does license ‘yes’ and ‘no’, and it does not convey any expectation that Sally sings or dances but not both. Because of the difference in answerhood conditions, sentences like (1) are usually called alternative questions while those like (2) are called yes/no questions. (1) Does Sally singL*H-H% or danceH*L-L% ?



(2) Does Sally sing or danceL*H-H% ?



Although the typical prosodies in (1) and (2) are relatively well-documented (e.g., Bartels, 1999), thus far the precise roles that individual intonational elements play in deriving the differences in answerhood conditions has not been examined in detail. In this paper, we first present an experiment that tests which intonational features crucially distinguish AltQs from YnQs, and we then present a compositional semantics which takes these intonational features into account, relying heavily on the formal machinery of alternative/inquisitive semantics. Experiment Method. A perception experiment was conducted to determine the relative importance of two features for disambiguating disjunctive questions: (i) prosodic phrasing and (ii) the final pitch contour (rise or fall). A choice between an AltQ and a YnQ paraphrase was elicited from 37 participants in response to an auditory presentation of 24 disjunctive questions with four prosodic contours: the originals in (1) and (2) and two spliced contours, exemplified in (3) and (4). (3) and (4) were created by interchanging the final portions of (1) and (2). (3) had the prosodic phrasing of an AltQ but had a final rise like a YnQ, while (4) lacked AltQ phrasing but ended with a fall. (3) Does Sally singL*H-H% or danceL*H-H% ?



(4) Does Sally sing or danceH*L-L% ?



Results. The original prosodies, (1) and (2), were interpreted as expected, receiving 92% and 11% AltQ paraphrases, respectively. For the others, (3) received 16% AltQ paraphrases, while (4) received 82%. The final contour was the critical factor in determining participants’ paraphrase choices; items with a final fall were most likely to be perceived as AltQs, while those with a rise were mostly perceived as YnQs (Odds ratio = 36.42, p < 0.001). Pairwise comparisons show that that a prosodic phrase break significantly increased the likelihood of AltQ response for the falling contours (4) and (1) (82% vs. 92%, OR = 2.57, p = 0.002), but no significant effect of phrasing was observed for the rising contours (2) and (3) (11% vs. 16%, OR = 1.54, p > 0.10). Conclusions from experiment. We take the results of the experiment to illustrate two factors that need to be accounted for in an analysis of disjunctive questions: (i) the relative importance of prosodic phrasing in AltQs; and (ii) the absolute centrality of the final pitch fall in disambiguating AltQs from YnQs. We account for the first of these factors by positing different underlying syntactic structures for the two question types; the second is taken to signal a morpheme that operates on the alternatives generated by a disjunctive list. 1



Analysis Syntax. We argue, extending Han and Romero (2004a,b), that the syntactic structure for an AltQ involves two interrogative clauses, as in (5a), while disjunctive YnQs contain only one interrogative clause, as in (5b). The prosodic phrasing preferred in AltQs is a result of their syntactic structure. (5) a. b.



[Q-does Sally sing] or [Q-does Sally dance] [Q-does Sally sing or dance]



Proposals. We will present a multi-dimensional compositional semantics, making crucial use of formal tools that have been developed within the framework of alternative/inquisitive semantics. We take a sentence to express a proposal to update the common ground in one or more ways (Groenendijk and Roelofsen, 2009). Formally, the ‘regular’ semantic value of a sentence is a set of alternatives, each of which in turn is a set of possible worlds and represents a potential update. Alternatives are generated by question-operators and by disjunction. Highlights. Besides proposing one or more alternatives, sentences may also highlight some alternatives. Highlighted alternatives serve as ‘antecedents’ for yes-responses. A question [Q-α] always highlights a single alternative, which is the union of all the alternatives proposed by α. A disjunction of two questions, [Q-α or Q-β], always highlights two alternatives, the one highlighted by [Q-α] and the one highlighted by [Q-β]. A yes-response presupposes that only one alternative is highlighted and confirms this highlighted possibility when the presupposition is met. This accounts for the fact that a YnQ licenses a yes-response, while an AltQ does not. Closure. We will argue that the final fall in AltQs reflects a closure operator in the logical form, which semantically generates a suggestion that exactly one of the highlighted alternatives can be realized. This is related to Zimmermann’s (2000) list closure operator, but also crucially different, in that no exhaustivity is implied in AltQs. A closure operator contributes non-at-issue content. It does not propose an update of the common ground, but rather imposes such an update. To reject an imposed update, one typically uses weak disagreement particles such as actually or in fact. Plain no cannot be used for this purpose. Thus, AltQs do not license no as a response. A closure operator can be attached to disjunctive phrases quite generally, but we observe interesting restrictions on its distribution. We account for these restrictions in terms of a strengthening condition (roughly: the suggestion generated by closure must strengthen the regular semantic value of the sentence in question), and we identify a connection with NPI licensing and scalar strengthening, as discussed, for instance, by Chierchia (2004). ‘Open’ questions. The analysis correctly predicts the existence of a third type of disjunctive question, not commonly discussed in the literature. An ‘open’ question has the syntactic structure of an AltQ but does not contain the closure operator, yielding a pronunciation like (3). The paraphrases used in the experiment did not distinguish open questions from YnQs, but there is a clear difference between the two question-types in terms of answerhood conditions: a simple yes-response to an open question is generally infelicitous. This is predicted by our account, since open questions highlight more than one possibility, and yes presupposes a single highlight. Overall, the analysis provides strong motivation for alternative-based semantics. More specifically, it supports the idea that disjunction and question operators generate the same kind of alternatives, and that certain intonational morphemes may operate on these alternatives. 2



References Bartels, C. (1999). The intonation of English statements and questions: a compositional interpretation. Routledge. Chierchia, G. (2004). Scalar implicatures, polarity phenomena and the syntax/pragmatics interface. In A. Belletti, editor, Structures and Beyond. Oxford University Press, Oxford. Groenendijk, J. and Roelofsen, F. (2009). Inquisitive semantics and pragmatics. In J. M. Larrazabal and L. Zubeldia, editors, Meaning, Content, and Argument: Proceedings of the ILCLI International Workshop on Semantics, Pragmatics, and Rhetoric. www.illc.uva.nl/ inquisitive-semantics. Han, C. and Romero, M. (2004a). Disjunction, focus, and scope. Linguistic Inquiry, 35(2), 179– 217. Han, C. and Romero, M. (2004b). The syntax of whether/Q... or questions: ellipsis combined with movement. Natural Language & Linguistic Theory, 22(3), 527–564. Wagner, M. (2010). Prosody and recursion in coordinate structures and beyond. Natural Language & Linguistic Theory, 28(1), 183–237. Zimmermann, E. (2000). Free choice disjunction and epistemic possibility. Natural Language Semantics, 8, 255–290.
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